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BRIEFLY
NATION
Phone problem traced:

AT&T blamed its largest service
outage ever on a computer glitch in a
new system designed to bolster its
long-distance network, and moved
quickly Tuesday to make amends
with customers.
' 'It was certainly the most
far-reaching service problem we've
ever experienced," AT&T Chairman
Robert Allen said.
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. discovered the problem about 2:30
p.m. EST Monday, and did not correct
it until nine hours later. More than
half the long-distance calls placed on
its nationwide network during the
trouble did not go through, the
company said.
AT&T said it traced the glitch to a
computer in New York City that helps
direct calls through the vast
telephone network. Allen said it was
not caused by a computer virus or
sabotage.
For much of the day, callers
received recordings saying all
circuits were busy and cam could not
be put through, AT&T spokesmen
said.

Cultists arraigned: A man

accused of aggravated murder in the
cult-related slayings of a family of
five pleaded innocent Tuesday, while
in California the wife of the group's
leader indicated she won't fight
extradition to Ohio.
Ronald Luff, 29, made no comment
at his arraignment in Lake County
Common Pleas Court, other than to
say he was poor. He at times glanced
at cameramen in the courtroom and
smiled.
Judge James Jackson ordered him
held without bond. Luff is charged
with five counts of aggravated
murder and five counts of kidnapping
Four other people charged in the
deaths also were arraigned.
Thirteen people have been charged
in the deaths of Dennis and Cheryl
Avery and their three children, who
were shot in mid-April and buried
under a barn near Kirtland in
Northeast Ohio.

by Beth Church
editor

COLUMBUS — Reaching the lofty goals set for education
in the 1990s can help Ohioans reach other goals in areas of
human service, the environment and employment, Gov.
Richard Celeste announced in his annual State of the State
address Tuesday.
After entering the statehouse to a lengthy standing ovation, Celeste's half-hour Speech to a joint session of the Ohio
legislature was spent looking back on his seven years as
governor.
"Seven years ago, Ohioans feared for their future, and for
our state's future as well," he said. "Today, Ohioans look
with confidence toward the future — for themselves and for
their neighbors."
"During the 1980s, the question was 'could Ohio recover?'
Recover we did," Celeste said. "For the 1990s the question
is 'can Ohio lead?' My answer... is lead we will."
Strong reform in education — a plan which Ohio legislators have already undertaken — will be the foundation for
that leadership, he said.
Celeste recommended money slated for education reform
programs should be granted to schools as soon as possible
andencouraged local school district leaders to offer suggestions for improvement.
"The dedication of frontline educators has impressed me
in my travels during the past several months," he said.
"Parents, teachers, and principals are ready to do
whatever they can — with our help — to achieve top quality
education in Ohio."
The governor set a goal for the end of the 1990s for a 98
percent high school graduation rate, including 25 percent
with international baccalaureate degrees, which require
students to be fluent in two languages.
"Two-thirds of these young people should go on to graduate from college or a university as well," he predicted^
Meeting these education goals also will help the state
reach human service goals, he said.
Recognizing Monday's observance of the Martin Luther
King Jr. holiday, Celeste promised further attention will be
given to minority needs, referringY to a soon-to-be-released
report on "socially disadvantaged ' black males in Ohio.
Other changes Celeste noted during his past seven years
in office include:
I the passage of a balanced budget for the fourth year and
a "rainy day fund" of $346 million, in comparison to a budget shortfall of $528 million in 1983.
a number one ranking in truck production and number
two in steel production and auto assembly, caused by the
addition of 524 manufacturing plants in the state.
Da restructuring of the worker's compensation program,
resulting in the payment of 500,000 backlogged medical
bills.

BG News/Greg Horvath
Gov. Richard Celeste responds to questions from international exchange students, gathered at a reception
at The Ohio State University following his State of the State address Tuesday.

Foreign students address issues

Court to hear case: The

On this date: in 1968, B.D.

Owens, an assistant to University
President William Jerome, organized
a meeting of individuals working to
bring a live falcon to the University
for use as a mascot during football
games.
A trip to Idaho to capture a falcon
was discussed for the summer, and
arrangements were made to keep the
bird at the Toledo Zoo when it was not
in use at University events.
Compiled from local and AP wire
reports

A sophomore from Mali said he sees the
United States as a country "full of opportunities" and Americans can benefit from
the baccalaureate program, but only three
COLUMBUS — More than 80 college stu- Ohio high schools offer such a program.
dents from around the world met with Gov. "Very few people speak only English,
Richard Celeste at The Ohio State Univer- maybe Spanish, but more people should
sity following his State of the State speech learn other languages because they may
to address problems in education in the travel or get a job in another country," said
1990s.
Amadou Kone from Central State UniversiCalling the international exchange stu- ty.
dents "adopted Ohioians" and "temporary During the State of the State address.
Buckeyes, Celeste said he is "interested Celeste noted that "such a program will
in (the students') thoughts of what (they) soon become the standard for graduation in
see happening around the world."
the European community."
Students from Bowling Green were in- A Panamanian student asked Celeste to
cluded in the governor's invitation to inter- take a stand on the recent U.S. invasion of
national students from all Ohio schools, but his home country.
no University students attended the re- "My concern is that the trend worldwide
ception.
is an increase in force. Panama must deThere was no shortage of ideas and termine its own future and I hope we can
comments from the students, currently at- work with Endara's troops," Celeste said.
tending Ohio universities, who originate "U.S. policy should encourage leadership."
from countries including Lebanon, the Phi- In addition to such concerns, some interlippines, India, Africa, Thailand,People's national students voiced opinions on the reRepublic of China and Norway.
lations between countries in which AmerErik Holland, the president of the OSU cian universities presently have branches.
Norwegian Student Association and doc- Celeste encouraged college administratoral candidate in management science, tors to form these liaisons, in which Amerisaid he believes linguistic education is the can schools adopt "sister schools" in forkey to the future.
eign nations, because "it gives students the
"The first step to understanding culture opportunity to learn about other parts of
is through language, (learning another the world, he said.
Klanguage) will make you ready to be com- In an effort to build long-term relations,
titive with the world, not only in the Celeste suggested a program to encourage
lited States," Rolland said.
Peace Corps volunteers returning to the
The students responded favorably to States to spend three to six weeks speaking
Celeste's promotion of "the international in school districts throughout the state in
baccalaureate program," which requires order to establish a different approach to
high school students to be fluent in at least global education.
one other language besides their native
D See International, page 4.
tongue.
by Deborah Hippie
special projects editor

strong earthquake struck California's
north coast on Tuesday, but there
were no immediate reports of injuries
or damages.
The quake, measuring 5.3 on the
Richter scale, struck at 12:08 p.m.
about 50 miles south of Eureka, the
U.S. Geological Survey in Menlo Park
reported. The state Office of
Emergency Services in Sacramento
and University of California-Berkeley
Seismographic Station also estimated
the quake at 5.3.

HISTORY
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Celeste speaks on
state's progression

Quake rocks coast: A

Supreme Court Tuesday agreed to
decide whether people accused of
child abuse have the right to at least
one face-to-face confrontation with
their young accusers.
The Justices, in two cases of
enormous importance for child-abuse
prosecutions nationwide, said they
will consider reinstating the
child-molesting conviction of a
Maryland day-care center owner and
an Idaho woman's child-abuse
conviction.
Decisions in the two cases are
expected by July. They mark the
court's second venture into this area
of criminal law in the past two years.
Stating that the Constitution's Sixth
Amendment requires a face-to-face
confrontation, the justices in 1988
struck down an Iowa man's
sexual-assault conviction because two
13-year-old girls were allowed to
testify while protected by a large
screen placed in the courtroom
between them and the defendant.

Weather

Celeste addresses international students' concerns.

BG News/Greg Horvath

Faculty condemns Olscamp
by Michelle Banks and James A. Tinker
staff writers

Faculty Senate officers condemned the leadership and
management of University President Paul Olscamp in a tabled resolution expressing no confidence in the University's
topadministrator.
Presented by Chairwoman Ann-Marie Lancaster and Cochairman Blaine Ritts at the Tuesday meeting, the proposed
resolution cited 10 different violations allegedly committed
by Olscamp during his eight years at the University.
The proposed resolution charges Olscamp with a lack of
competence in financial and administrative affairs, but was
tabled because senators refused to vote on the resolution before consulting the faculty whom they represent.
Specific accusations concern academic freedom of faculty,
free expression of employees and students and shared governance of the president s office and Faculty Senate.
"The President has built a facade — a hollow structure,"
she said. "Monies have been allocated to 'high profile' items
with emphasis on the glitz."

Olscamp was not present for the meeting, but said he feels
betrayed by the actions of his fellow faculty senators.
Reached in Washington, D.C., where he is attending the
American Council for Education Conference, he said, "I feel
I have been ambushed. It is well-known that I attend this conference every year.''
Olscamp said he was unaware any such action was being
taken against his leadership and management.
Lancaster claims undergraduate education has suffered
under the president's leadership and the problem only will
grow unless addressed.
"We have allowed ourselves to become desensitized to the
outrageous," she said. "In doing so, we avoid seeing the full
scope of the situation which actualUy exists."
But, Olscamp remained staunch and said, "the University
is in excellent financial standing."
He plans to have the proposed resolution lifted from the
table so Faculty Senate may address it at the Feb. 6 meeting,
or the first on-call meeting Jan. 30.
G See Olscamp, page 3.
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ERRORS MADE BY
PRESIDENT OLSCAMP
Faculty Senate is claiming that
University President Paul Olscamp
has made mistakes during the past
eight years, including:
D tailed to respond to severe
staff shortages and problems
with health care coverage.
□ poorly managed the University
budget.
D restricted interaction of
employees and the Board of
Trustees.
D attempted to impose policies
such as the smoking ban
without support of faculty.
D involved faculty only
figuratively, if at all. in building
projects such as the College
Park Building
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Battle of sexes
won in Panama
Be all that you can be.
Finally, in Panama, that promise came true
for a handful or the Army's female soldiers.
For Capt. Linda Bray, 29, a 1982 ROTC graduate
of Western Carolina University and commander of
the 988th Military Police Company, it meant storming an attack dog kennel in an armored jeep and
leading a 30-minute firefight that overwhelmed the
Panama Defense Force opposition.
In so doing, Bray became the first American
woman credited with having led troops into battle.
All told, some 600 Army women participated in
the invasion, all in assignments nominally thought
of as "support" rather than "combat." Of those
600, a halt-dozen or so found themselves under fire
— and returning same.
In so doing, they shattered some longtime prejudices fostered by a male-dominated society: They
established that women can fight and that their
presence on a battlefield need not disrupt discipline
and teamwork.
The service is to be commended for the bold step
they took in sending women to fight in Panama —
the action not only helped fight the war on drugs,
but also the battle of the sexes.
Historically leaders have been opposed to sending women into combat — but, then, who wants to
send men?
No one ever put it better than Civil War Gen. William Tecumseh Sherman: "War is at best barbarism ... it is only those who have neither fired a shot
nor heard the shrieks and groans of the wounded
who cry aloud for blood, more vengeance, more desolation. War is hell."
Printed courtesy of The Plain Dealer, Jan. 5.

Steroid bill not
right for times
Muscles may soon be illegal, if State Rep. Bill
Schuck of Columbus has his way.
A lot of young men in general and athletes in particular, are programming themselves for muscles
now and disaster later by pumping steroids and this
Columbus legislator wants to update the laws dealing with the glamorous menace.
Its best feature is that it would allow for prosecution of physicians who write prescriptions for
anabolic steroids for building muscles or enhancing
athletic performance. The bill also applies to substances that mask steroid use and to counterfeit
steroids.
Such a penalty increase would give police some
incentive and prosecuters more leverage in going
after the bigger dealers, but it is hard to see how the
increase of potential tune behind bars would be
much of a deterrent in this era of No Vacancy
prisons.
The more appropriate penalty might be to require offenders to provide long stretches of community-service health care to steroid junkies whose
hormonal destruction has caught up with them.
Printed courtesy of the Dayton Daily News, Jan.
13.
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Experts disagree on the '90s
The 1970s were the "Me Decade." The 1980s were the
"Greed Decade." And we know
already that the 1990s will be the
"G Decade" — as in glitz, garbage, glasnost, graying, greenhouse effects, greenback
defects, giving, goodness, guilt
and God. Not to mention Geraldo.
We'll also look back on the '90s
as the "Over Decade."
Overhyped. Overhyper.
Overmediaed. Overanalyzed.
Overdone. And Wake Me When
It's Over.
We don't need to waste time
actually going through the 1990s
in order to be tired of them and
wish them a heartfelt goodbye.
It's obvious that futurists and
consultants have the decade all
mapped out for us. So why blow
10 years waiting for it to end?
We re saying sayonara to the
'90s now. Not to mention the century. And the millenium...
The experts know exactly
what's happening in the 1990s.
One small problem: None
agrees.
Faith Popcorn is the trendwatcher who identified the return-to-the-womb movement of
the '80s and called it "cocooning." "The '90s will be like the
'40s in their simplicity, a more
humanistic time," Popcorn
toldP/ayooymagazine.
No, replied futurist and editor
David Altaian: "The '90s will be
like the '30s. It will be a decade
of very hard times, yet also a
terrific opportunity tor people
able to preserve their capital. ...
As the decade progresses, people are likely to look back at 1989
and think, Those were good
times.'"
No, said Harvard sociologist

Orlando Brown. The '90s will be
like the 1890s, a "postnationalist" period in which nations become less important than international economic units. A time
when the United States becomes

Viewpoint
by
C. Ray
Hall
flr^Hh;
guest
^
columnist

m

s

less a black-white society than a
black-white-Asian-Hispanic society.
More of everything? Not
necessarily, said Al Neuharth,
chairman of the Gannett Foundation and founder of USA Today. "We'll have fewer wimps,"
Neuharth told Playboy. 'T'he
'90s will benefit those who look
out for themselves, not out of
greed but out of selfBeservation. People who meey hope for the best will be left
behind."
The meek, as we know, will
inherit the Earth. But what will
that inheritance be like?
Omni magazine convened a
board of futurists who offered a
dreary view: a decade in which
the gap between the prosperous
and poor grows more severe,
and much of the world's population gravitates toward huge,
hopeless cities: "apocalyptic
megalopolises."

It's enough to make the cocooners slip deeper into their
womb-like retreats.
And in the '90s. there'll be a
premium on useful, affordable
products that violate neither the
bank account nor the world at
large. Ostentation is out: sensibility is in. Highly public treasures will be replaced by secret
pleasures. The '90s will be the
decade in which it's all right to
have it if you don't flaunt it.
To wit, two items mentioned in
the book Future Stuff by Malcolm Abrams and Harriet Bernstein:
DThe environmentaUy responsible beer mug: The mug is
made of ice. When you're
through with the mug, it melts.
All that's left is the reusable
wooden handle.
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(: Though only 18 percent of
U.S. homes have computers
now, Cetron and Davies predict
that figure will be 70 percent by
2001.
.By 2000, 22 percent of all
employees will be working at
home.
L-As the United States rushes
to fill the education gap, the
school year will increase from
180 six-hour days to 210 sevenhour days.
Metropolis, the New York design magazine, surveyed ISO designers and decided that the following items will be "out" by
the end of the '90s: Conventional
ovens and toasters, designer
teapots, faxes, low-resoluUon
television, Pampers, records
player and record albums, carbon paper, Rolodexes, cassette
tape players, rotary dial phones,
VCRs, camcorders and plasticfoam cups.

[Intelligent toilets: Taiwan
has produced the Eletto. a
commode that has a pushbuttonoperated lid and deodorizer, a
heated seat, an automatic [lusher and an ultraviolet lamp to
sterilize the bowl. A more sophisticated "paperless" model
features a mechanical arm that
shoots up a stream of warm
water and follows it with a 60-aecond blast of dry air.

The '90s, surely, will be a time
when dreams close in on reality.
With the 21st century at hand,
the formerly fanciful will seem
more attainable.
A heck of a decade, the '90s.
That's why we're saying goodbye right now.

In 1973, the average work
week was 40.6 hours. In 1987
that figure had grown to 46.8
hours. The turn of the 21st century could produce a drastically
shortened work week — 32
hours. That's the suggestion of
Marvin Cetron and (Jwen Davies, authors of American Renaissance: Our Life at the Turn of
the 21st Century:

C. Bay Hall is a staff writer
for toe Louisville CourierJournal.

Letters
Upgraded Cleveland
makes insults unfair
To the Editor:
I'm writing in regard to Don
Hensley's article in the sports
section on Jan. 9. Although I enjoyed the article and was also
hoping for a Browns victory, at
one point Mr. Hensley made the
comparison between the Cleveland Browns' heartbreaks of recent years and the fire on the
Cuyhoga River. Simply, Mr.
Hensley, if Cleveland: is your
hometown, do it and its residents a favor and refrain from
the tired, obsolete insults. Al-

Correction
though that incident and many
others did occur, making Cleveland the butt of jokes for years,
references to that era are invalid representations of Cleveland
considering the strides that have
been taken since then. On the
other hand, if it is not you hometown, my first suggestion would
be to visit Cleveland and see for
yourslef how respectable the
city has become in the last 10
years.
For example, Cleveland has
been named an All-America City
four of the last seven years, was
rated by Rand-McNally (in 1989)
to be the 12th most desirable city

in America to raise a family,
boasts a world-class orchestra,
ballet, art facilities, several
Erofessional sports teams (aleit, less than average at
times!), renowned educational
institutions, corporate headquarters for several Fortune 500
companies, etc.

In Tuesday's paper a
brief incorrectly stated a
registration deadline for
the leadership conference,
"Aiming Toward Achievement. ' sponsored
by the Interfratemity and
Panhellenic Councils. The
correct deadline is today at
5 p.m.

Although it's true that the
town has had its share of financial disasters and inept administraUons, I honestly think that
"Cleveland jokes" are no longer
in vogue or even useful If looking
for an easy laugh.
Michael W. Faust
graduate student, psychology

We apoligize for any inconvenience this has
caused.

— by Vlllamor M. Cruz
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Among their other predictions:
i Artificial blood, artificial intelligence, few very poor and
very wealthy, a rising middle
class, accessible day care,
healthier old folks, and a flowering of the arts and sciences.
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LETTERS
Accounting policy
unfair for non-majors
To the Editor:
By now, all of you have probably learned that class registration at B.G.S.U. is not the most
enjoyable activity in life. If you
are a business student (such as
myself) you have quickly experienced that receiving the desired courses needed to advance
through the business curriculum
is not an easy task.
Believe it or not, but this is my
senior year and my first semester in which I received every
course I need for graduation.
Hoo-Ray! Right?Wrong! I knew
everything was too perfect to
end my collegiate career in this
sort of fashion. I just received
notice this past week that I am
not permitted to take a class
that is required for my major

even though I have met all of the
prerequisites to take the class.
My major of Health Care Administration has a specialization
in accounting for which I need to
complete three accounting
courses to meet my program's
requirements. The accounting
department has a policy, of
which I was never informed'
about, where non-accounting
majors are restricted to take
only one accounting course per
semester. I understand there is
a great demand for accounting
courses, but the accounting department must understand my
situation too.
I was never able to complete
my two prerequisite accounting
courses until the end of my junior year (caused by two years of
closed accounting classes) for
which I was planning on completing my three specialization
accounting classes In my senior
year. Now for all you math wizards out there, doesn't this
mean that I will have to take two
accounting courses in one of my
two final semesters? Plus, (this
is what really gets me) both of

the accounting courses I am enrolled in are not closed courses
and are net even half filled with
students. I am actually being
forced to drop a class I need for
Eaduation. I do believe I have
en discriminated against
from completing my curriculum.
Lord knows that I have talked
to enough advisers and directors
trying to get some true explanation on why I can not stay in both
of my specialization classes. I
still have not received a clearcut answer. It Just boggles my
mind that I spend all of my
money for an education in somethink I really enjoy, but right
now I feel like I have been totally screwed. President Olscamp
if you are reading this, I would
appreciate your explanation on
how a department can prohibit a
student from completing one's
curriculum when all prerequisites are met? Is this policy
truly fair?
Sincerely,
JimVrtis
OCMBSM2
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Enjoy Good Living in Piedmont

Olscamp
D Continued from page 1.

Trustee Richard Newlove said.
The agenda for all trustee
meetings is set by the board and
its secretary Philip Mason, who
is also Olscamp's executive assistant.

"I intend to claim my right as
a senator to respond to this ambush forthriehtly, publicly and
to the entire University community," he said.
Despite his absence, Olscamp
was defended by several senators at the meeting who questioned the validity of the accusations.
"I don't think Faculty Senate
has the right to be the judge of
the administration," said senator Elliot Blinn, blaming many
of the problems on senate actions, as well as its lack of action.
Another faculty member suggested the resolution and its
method of introduction were unfair.
"Essentially, if we pass this,
we have put the president on
trial," said Travis Chapin, assistant professor of technology.
Even if the proposed resolution is approved by Faculty Senate, it does not necessitate any
action by the Board of Trustees,

The majority of the meeting's
discussion focused on the extensive use of part-time and temporary full-time faculty, despite
increasing student enrollment—
a problem Olscamp has chosen
to ignore, Lancaster said.
"Now, as a Faculty Senate, we
have to ask ourselves at what
Kbit will the staffing situation
come unacceptable and what
will we do when it becomes unacceptable?" she said.
Olscamp said he was expecting a report outlining the problem, which Lancaster promised
was forthcoming after the
December trustee meeting. Further, he claims the number of
full-time faculty has remained
the same while the undergradu-

UNIVERSITY
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Rental Office 835 High Street Phone: 352-9378
Office hours - Monday thru Friday 9:00 am - 4:30 pm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

Special Features:

balcony
insulated window glass
sliding glass doors to balcony
fast recovery Gas water heating
twin beds In each bedroom
built-in vanity in hallway
linen closet
resident paid utilities

"I indicated that I would like
to see concrete proposals and
that I had some ideas of my
own," he said.
Lancaster said many faculty
members have hesitated to
bring this and other problems to
the public's attention for fear of
reprisal against them, or
against their programs, by the
president or other administraShe questioned Olscamp's assertion that the University is financially sound, in regard to
staffing and departmental
budgets in academic and administrative units.
"(This) suggests an institution which has grossly overextended itself and which has adopted a budget process that includes no real long-term planning," Lancaster said.

Distover Kinko's

Preferred Properties

880 »q ft per apartment
2 bedtoomi 1 >/2 baths
central Gas heating with individual
apartment controls
completely furnished
L shaped living-dining aiea with

ate enrollment ceiling has decreased.

wall-to-wall carpeting
sound conditioned interior

cable TV available
kitchen comes equipped with a
Gas range, refrigerator, food waste
disposal, stainless steel sink
extra large closets
carpeted halls and inside entrances
Gas-equipped laundry area available
in each apartment building
patto areas available (or each building
Ample oft street parking
60 Two Bedroom apartments

Quality Copies
Resumes
Professional Binding
Passport Photos
Fax Service
Laser Typesetting
Office Supplies
Pick-Up & Delivery

JANUARY 18, 19, 20, 1990 AT 8 P.M.
AND JANUARY 20 AV 2 P.M.

All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA

TICKETS: $4
FOR MORE INFORMATION. CALL 372-2395

ask about our other listings
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the copy center

113 Railroad St.
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runyeyea
440 E. Court
352-9638 LATE NIGHT DINING

<*

"Your Connection to the World'
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
Specials - Deals - Bonus
"SECOND SEMESTER DEAL"
INCLUDES
Basic Service January 3-May 10
Basic Installation

SAVE UP
TO 25%

ORDER IN OR DINE OUT!
Specials Honored After 1AM
• $1.99 Small Cheese Pizza (inside only)
• .25' Off Breadsticks (inside only)
• Delivery Hours Extended Sun-Wed until 2:30 am
OVI'.K SO IMPORT! I) 151 I.KS • (,AKl l( UKI AD • SAI ADS

Pizza Sub
$2.50

Medium-Traditional
Thin Pizza 12*

Polleyes Pizza

Pollyeyes Pizza

Expires 1/31/90

Expire* 1/31/90

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

A Total Value of $79.86
For one Payment of $59.95
A-v,
A Savings of '19.91

S4&.
V*

$4.00

CORPS

«C*

(Must' be paid for by Jan. 20th)

HBO-CINEMAX
PREMIUM SERVICE PROMOTION
PAY'32.00 BY JAN. 20TH AND RECEIVE ONE
PREMIUM CHANNEL JAN. 3 - MAY. 10
FREE PREMIUM CHANNEL INSTALLATION
REGULAR PRICE FOR THIS SERVICE WOULD
BE'61.91.

v&s

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for a three-year or
two-year scholarship from Army ROTC
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition,
most books and fees, plus $100 per school
month. They also pay off with leadership
experience and officer credentials
impressive to future employers.

SAVE UP
TO 48%
A savings of '29.91

Call or Stop in for more information!
*••**••**•****•*•*

ARMY ROTC
118 N. Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 352-8424

Office Hours
8:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M.
Monday-Friday
Major Jeff Ovenden

.

THE SINAITEST COLLEGE
C0C1SE TOO CA* TAKE.
CONTACT ARMY ROTC
372-2476
Room 151

Memorial Hall
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University updates computers Blotter
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

Caught up in the wave of computer technology of the new decade. University administrators
have initiated Project-90 — a
plan to update campus computerization throughout the 1990s.
The $4.1 million program will
make computers in administrative offices more efficient, according to Ronald Lancaster, director of Project-90.
"The current administration
computer system is from the
late 60s and 70s and does not
have very efficient programming, '' Lancaster said.
The new system — to be in-

stalled next summer — is capable of being updated repeatedly,
to prevent the computers from
becoming outdated, Director of
Planning Tim King said.

system so we don't have the
Sroblem we do right now, with
K computers being so dated,"
he said.
The first campus office to

"It is much like the STAR system where
people had to learn a new way of doing
things. But I think in the long run people
will be pleased with they way it turns
out."
-Ronald Lancaster, Director of Project-90
"In a sense, Project-90 will
never be complete because we
will always be updating the

undergo the process will be the
Bursar's office, scheduled for
July 1,1991, Lancaster said.

American Management
Systems is the company contracted to program Project-90
computers, but despite the new
programming, the University
will be using the same IBM terminals.
"Although the programs will
be different, we will still be using the same terminals that we
are now," he said.
One major problem with the
current system is the isolation
caused by the separate systems
in each administrative office,
because they are not interconnected, causing difficulties
for students, Lancaster said.
"If a student has to change his
address, he would have to go to
each individual office to do it
(with the present system)," he
said. "But with the new system,
all the offices will be linked and
have a common set of data, so
the student would only have to
D See Project, page 5.

rested for underage consumption, police said.
i John J. Sweeney, 201 Sigma
DAn employee of Gamers, 893 Chi,
was arrested for underage
S. Main St., was taken to Wood consumption of alcohol SaturCounty Hospital after receiving day, police said.
a cut above the left eye during a
I A set of golf clubs, golf balls,
fight. The manager wished to cassettes and an umbrella were
file charges and was referred to stolen from a car parked in the
the prosecutor.
600 block of Second Street.
DA 15-year-old boy said he
: Steven J. Lundquest of Marwas knocked off his bike, but not ion. O. was arrested for driving
injured, after being brushed by under the influence Sunday. He
a school bus at West Poe Road wandered out of the police
Friday.
station while being processed.
DTimothy M. Lybarger, 344 Officers found him two blocks
Buttonwood Ave., was arrested away, arrested him for escape
for shoplifting ballpoint pens at and took him to Wood County
Ben Franklin Variety Store, 154 Jail.
S. Main St., Friday, police said.
DA McDonald Quadrangle resident reported her car stolen
I Jamie M. Wolfe. 8 Treadway Sunday night and officers found
Hall, was arrested for underage the vehicle on Evergreen Lane
consumption of alcohol Friday near Clough Street.
at 519 Leroy Ave., Apt. #30, after
DA home in the 600 block of
officers sent more than 100 peo- Elm Street was broken into
ple home from a party, police Monday, but nothing was stolen.
said. The party resumed a halfDA snowmobile trailer, valhour later and officers returned ued at $500 to $600, was stolen
to arrest the host, Jean L. Ellis, Saturday from where it was
for disorderly conduct. David B. Ced in front of the Best
Klien of Cleveland also was arem Motel, 1450 E. Wooster
St.

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN

NO COVER

Blues from Chicago
Eddie Shaw
&

the Wolfgang

International
D Continued from page 1.
The governor encouraged the
media to expand their coverage
to include international stories
in order to further educate
Americans about foreign cultures.
"I would love to run an international telecommunications
company to give the world a
different perspective other than
ours," he said.
Dagmar, Celeste's wife, attended the meeting and shared
her experiences, as a native of
Austria, with the students.

Wed. - Sat.
Jan. 17 - 20
• Mini Pitchers are back
every Monday & Wednesday*

Congra tula tions

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

Michelle
Muth

BG News
Salesperson of the Week:
January 9-12, 1990

>

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER

WFRE'NO

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

ANGELS

mt Dailv Food Specials •
I amnuc
^E
\^dl
11 JJLIcs ^

"AGa thering Place"
44 o E. Court

'A

352-96 38 or 354-0056

111111111111.1.111

"Imj x>rt Night"

Bass

Heck's Dark
Heck's l.iflhi
Hrih.ivrn Ale
HIM Barrel
MilUiitf'-i

Brand

Hull, low
< .H&irv
c .intK1 .irlsberfl
< virt.i Hloncvi
Celebraior
Chihuahua
CUiusihak-r
Cold Spring Expoi
Cooper 1-afirr
Corona

Dab

Dab Dark
Damm Beer
Dos Equis
Elephant
i isi her Amber
1 is. her Hiller
i is* her D-Alsace
rosier s
Framboise Lambi Z
Golden haftle
Grizzly
Grotech
Guinness
Hac ker-Pschorr W ess
Harp
Heineken
Helneken Special >ark
Hennlnger
Hennlnger Dark
Kinn
KihnDry
Kriek l.amhic
Labaii's Blue

Mac Andrews Scoich Ale
Mackeson Sioui
Malsels Wei/'ii
McEwans Scoich Ale
Molson Brador
Molson Canadian
Molson Golden
Molson ijghi
Moosehead
Sioi'lll
New Castle Brown Ale
\r\\ < -isik' l.ighi Ale
Nordik woll IJfthi
Old Peculier
OldenlH-rg
Oranfleboom
Fllsner L'rquell
Plnkus weizen
Rauchbter
Red Stripe
Ruddles Couniry
Sailer Weiss
Samuel Smith's Nut Brown Ale
Samuel Smiths Oaimeal Sioui
Samuel smith's Pale Ale
Samuel smiih s Taddy Poner
San Miguel Dark
San Miguel Pale Pilsen
Sapporo
Sapporo Dry
Simpallco
SOI

south Pacilic
Span.in
si iMuh Girl Dark
si i MUII Girl ught
Stelnlagcr
[«•< Mfl
Tsing Tao
Tucher Hefe Weizen
Warsietner
Wainey's
whiibread
Wrexham

\
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We Take
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PRIDE
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In Your Work
MVh«t«V«f your graphic arts' needs
brochures, logos, etc.

newtlottrrt, resumes, posters,

we worl* hard to put forth your best image.
Call ut'

Free Delivery • Salads •

[Machos*

ROBERT
DENIRO
SEAN
PENN

ft
TONIGHT AT 7:15-9:15 pm

Local Software Publisher
Now Hiring Part-Time Student Interns

Beers ir the Passport II
Auflusi srhrtl Pils ier

f^
j£

Siatts Jan I9lh WAR OF THE ROSES

EVEFO ( WED. & SAT.
HAPPY HOURS 5-9 P.M.
Perfect lime to g et the Passport II started!
Imports at a grec it price, don't miss out.

AHenmunsirr

I

Hum
■NOS
SOON

Pollyeyes

1

^SThSSoy

211 West Hall

UfliGrOphlCS

372-7418

Fox Software, located in Perrysburg, Ohio, is
seeking exceptionally qualified students to fill a limited
number of part-time intern positions in our technical
support group. These positions provide a unique
opportunity to observe firsthand the workings of a
well-known software publisher and to work with
state-of-the-art microcomputer database
systems...while earning good wages.
Positions are available for motivated, well-qualified
juniors and seniors ( or exceptional sophomores)
majoring in computer science, systems engineering,
systems analysis, or related fields. On-the-job training
will be provided, although MS-DOS and/or Macintosh
experience is highly desirable. Also, familiarity with
microcomputer database systems is
desirable...especially with FoxBased Plus, FoxBased
Plus/Mac, dBase III Plus, and/ or dBase V. These
positions can lead to full-time employment in the
Summer and/or after graduation. For more
information Call or Write:

Janet Hurtt, personnel mgr.
FOX SOFTWARE INC.
134 West South Boundary
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
8744)162
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Red Army fights uprising
by John-Thor Dahlburg
Associated Press writer

MOSCOW — The Kremlin sent
more than 11,000 reinforcements, including Red Army
units, to the Caucasus Mountains on Tuesday to halt a civil
war between Armenians and
Azerbaijanis that has killed 56

HOUSing Fait

.

BGNews/BrodcVismch

University Village Apartments Manager Lynne McCaughey explains rental terms to junior Mark Ryan while
he inspects a scale model of an apartment at the Off-Campus Housing Fair in Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Tuesday evening. Ryan said,"I'm getting married this summer so I'm moving off campus."

Project
D Continued from page 4.
go to one office instead of running all over campus."
Up-to-date information regarding campus jobs as well as
an electronic transmission of
Pell Grants directly to the U.S.
Department of Education will
also be available to students, reducing the processing time from
six to eight weeks to just 48
hours for grants to be administered, Lancaster said.
"The money (from the Pell
Grant) would be transmitted electronically right into their
bursar accounts, he said.
Lancaster expects the entire
project to be completed by the
mid-to late 1990s.
Reaching the long-term goal
of making a greater convenience for students, staff and faculty may also cause difficulties

for employees learning to operate the new system.
"It is much like the STAR

system where people had to
learn a new way of doing
things," he said.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI
WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD
TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00

$4.00

THE PHEASANT ROOM • 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No Reservations accepted for this special
Food Coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. daily

New clashes were reported,
and according to Tass, 2,000
people armed with anti-aircraft
guns and other artillery were
massing on hills around Nagorno-Karabakh, a disputed district
that has become a flashpoint for
the neighboring groups' ethnic
hatreds.
Combatants in the region,
1,250 miles southeast of Moscow,
had seized stores of hand grenades, the Interior Ministry said.
In Armenia, "demands are being made to arm citizens and
send them to NagornoKarabakh," according to the
official news agency. The
fovemment newspaper Izves/areported 16 attacks on
weapons depots in 24 hours by
Armenians hunting for guns.
In one raid, 3,000 people stormed a police station in Armen-

ia's Artash region and seized 106
automatic weapons, 30 carbines,
27 rifles, more than 3,000 cartridges and a grenade-launcher,
the newspaper said.
"We can't bring ourselves to
pronounce it out loud, but what
is happening now in Karabakh,
in northern Azerbaijan, can
unambiguously be termed a civil war, correspondent O. Shapovalov wrote in the newspaper
Kamsomolskaya Pravda.
"The madness is continuing,"
an editor at Armenia's official
Armenpress news agency said
from Yerevan, the republic's
capital.
Gorbachev and the Soviet
Presidium declared a state of
emergency in the strife-torn
mountain area Monday night,
empowering the government to
deploy units of the Soviet army,
navy and KGB to protect lives
and guard vital installations
such as railroads.
Internal security troops
already in the region have been
incapable of halting the most
protracted ethnic conflict in
Gorbachev's nearly five-year
tenure as Kremlin leader, said
to threaten his entire campaign
for "perestroika," or economic

and social reform, Izvestia said
Tuesday.
More than 6,000 additional internal security troops were sent
Tuesday to reinforce existing Interior Ministry detachments,
Tass said. To assist them, more
than 5,000 Red Army soldiers,
who traditionally carry heavier
weaponry, also were dispatched, Tass said.
Soviet media did not say how
many total troops were in the
region.
Residents of Yerevan and
Baku, Azerbaijan's capital, said
by phone they had seen no sign
Tuesday night of the reinforcements'arrival.
The Bush administration supported Gorbachev's use of
troops in the Caucasus and
criticized feuding Azerbaijanis
and Armenians Tor "revisiting
old ethnic hatreds."
"We recognize the right of any
state to ensure the safety of its
citizens and it looks like that's
the primary concern at the moment," said White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater.

Greenbriar Inc.
We will be leasing the following locations
for the Fall of 1990

1

• Columbia Court Apartments - Additional New Buildings
East Merry Avenue Apartments - 516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542 & 560 Frazee Avenue
Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue
Ridge Manor Apartments - 519 Ridge St.

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses
224 E. Wooster St.

352-0717

Hours: M-F
Sat.

9 a.m.. - 5 p.m.S
9 a.m .-lp.rn.^

"^^1

Seniors?
Which group are you in?

i

o
Those pictured in the 1990 KEY.

*>

i

Those not.

Don't be a blank spot in your classmates' memories!!
The last session and the last chance for seniors to have their
portrait taken, and be in the 1990 KEY, is now underway!

Call 372-8086 to make your appointment today with immortality
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Falcon D' awaits Jamerson BG to host injuryby Andy Woodatd
sports editor

With one look at Dave Jamerson's stats, the senior wing
would appear to be a one-man
show for Ohio University.
But Jim Larranaga cautions
about over-,
looking the
rest 01 the
Bobcats. The
Bowling Green
men's basketball coach believes several
other players
on the Ohio
roster are ca- Jamerson
La b1e of
iving big nights.
Still, Jamerson, the secondleading scorer in the nation,
should be the key in today's 8
p.m. Mid-American Conference
contest at Anderson Arena.

"If you focus all your attention
on Jamerson, you may be able to
hold him down," Larranaga
said. "But he's such a threat to
score from the inside and outside that I doubt seriously you
can keep him from getting shots.
"Whether he makes them deGnds on the kind of night he's
ving. You can play great defense on some kids and eycan
still burn you for 30."
Holding Jamerson to 30 points
wouldn't be all that bad, considering he's averaging 32.1 ppg
— far and away the best in the
MAC. Bo Kimble of No. 21 Loyola-Marymount leads the nation
in scoring at 36.6 ppg.
"Obviously, Dave Jamerson is
one of their strengths," Larranaga said. "We certainly will be
aware of him and wherever he is
on the floor.
"But we don't want to fall asleep and allow one of their other

players to have a big night."
The coach was quick to mention point guard Dennis Whitaker and off-guard Nate Craig
as two of Ohio's "other
players."
Whitaker is a four year starter
who leads the MAC with 7.2 assists per contest and Craig
scores 7.5 ppg.
The Bobcats finished the nonconference season at 7-4, but
have lost their first four MAC
games.
The Falcons, on the other
hand, broke a two-game MAC
losing streak with a 99-75 thrashing of Western Michigan on Saturday.
BG began the season in fine
fashion with an 8-1 record, but it
was not playing the same style
of basketball in losing three of
its next four contests.

ACT HOW

Larranaga compared game
tapes from the first part of the
year and the previous four
games before heading to Kalamazoo, Mich. He said during the
skid his team had started to
gamble individually on defense
and ran too many set plays on
offense.

by Charles Toll
assistant sports editor

The Falcons played great
team defense ana ran the fastbreak to perfection in beating
the Broncos.
"We certainly played a lot
more like we did earlier in the
year — the way we moved the
ball, our shooting percentage
and our consistent play," Larranaga said. "From a coaching
standpoint, we believe we can
maintain that. The players will
work very hard at it.

When the Ohio University
women's basketball team invades Anderson Arena tonight
at 5:45, don't be surprised if they
arrive in an ambulance.
The Bobcats
(0-4 in the
MAC. 5-8
overall) have
had injuries to
key players
during the
season limiting their production on the Prichard
floor.

"(But) you can't always count
on the ball going in the basket.
Against Miami and Ball State
(two of the losses), we didn't
shoot well. In watching the
tapes, there were a number of
easy shots that just didn't fall
for us. When they didn't go in,
we probably got a little discouraged."

The most serious injury is to '89 All-MidAmerican Conference pick
Dawn Heideman who has suffered from chronic knee problems and according to OU's
head coach Amy Prichard has
been playing without a knee
ligament.
ud»^»

GREENBRIAR INC.

R.E.
MANAGEMENT
is currently leasing units for

Now leasing New Apartments
For Fall 1990

CAMBPELL HILL
APARTMENTS

the Summer and Fall off 1 990
505 Clouqh
(across tracks
from Dairy Queen)

ridden Bobcats

Come in today for a complete
listing of available units

352-9302

Across From Carter Park
2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments Featuring Air

Conditioning, Full Basement,
Dishwasher, Garbage Disposals, and
Washer/ Dryer Hookups.

/VOUD TODQ6. LT T~\
SrSraw n-

Proudly peasants iti Fourth Annuol

224 E. WOOSTER ST.

MAMMIN IN JAMAICA" Spring Break toun.

oc,>

-,_ - _

352-0717

Hrs. M-F

SAT

9-5

9-1

"(Heideman) means a lot to
this team even with her injury,"
Prichard said. "She's a winner."
Prichard said other naging injuries have plagued the team —
Laura Reding (migrane headaches), Leslie O'Brien (chronic
foot problems limiting her to
only two to three minute spurts)
and most recently Kelly Weir
(sprained ankle suffered Thursday keeping her from making
the trip).
"(This game) there will be an
opportunity for some people,
who haven't played much, to
step in and do some good
things," Prichard said. "We haven't been healthy, but we don't
have any excuses. We've been in
every ball game.
Against Central Michigan (34
in the MAC, 10-4 overall) Saturday, OU's Reding's three-point
shot with four seconds left and
down by three rolled around the
rim twice before finally coming
out.
Despite her team's problems,
Prichard said they are not about
to throw in the towel against the
Falcons (2-2 in the MAC, 84
overall).
"Bowling Green's a great ball
team," she said. "We have nothing to lose by playing them - the
pressure is on them.
"Obviously with their two
loses, they aren't as dominant as
in the past, but it was unrealistic
to believe they were never going
to lose."
Falcon's head coach Fran Voll
said his team cannot take OU too
lightly and be prepared to play
their best.
"I don't think we will (take
them lightly)," Voll said. "Especially after our couple of
D See Falcons, page 7.
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■ •CK FUCKING SPICItt:
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BG TAN AND FITNESS CENTER
SPECIALS

■All GROUND TRANSPORTATION
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$549

LUXURY EX1HAVAGANZA.

127 S. Main St.
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lUXUIt VftUA ACCOMMODATION
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PASMS rot LOCAL DIJCO

DISCOUNTS ON SHOPPING * DINNING
-UVt BANDS * PAPTtS AT YOUR DOOR
IMf IAUNOPV * MAO SERVICE
-All GROUND 1RAN9EQ5 IN JAMAICA
-PERSONAL GUIDE (ON REQUEST)
-PRIVATE COMPOUND
POOl BAR. RtSTAURANTGrr SHOP.
CO'fEE SHOP * CURRENCY EXCHANGE. AU
ONPREMOES
-tREE EXCUQKOW
MUCH MUCH MORE

NOn THEM I) NO WINKING AGE IN JAMAICA, fto-wv.. yoo **• e*p*C»ad to

For more details call:
YOUD TOIIC6. LTD
353-TOUR / 353-8687

JRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
PRESENTS
A MINI CONFERENCE

*12 VISITS $20.00
*$99.00 UNLIMITED GYM USE AND
TANNING TILL SPRING BREAK
*$75.00 UNLIMITED TANNING TILL
SPRING BREAK

*% K» GROUPS (tx« c* n»o-»H0%FOR fULl
ADVANCE PAYMENT PlUS SPEClAl RATES FOR SECOND SMI
jAMMf RS FHAKPNUtS. SOTORlKS. ClUBS AND
ORGANBAIONS

Exp. Jan. 20

U5E22

"Deprogramming: the need
for Multi-Ethnic,
bi-gendered, tri-sexual,
non-classist studies"

TANGO & CASH THE LITTLE
MERMAID
R
G
7:00, 9:05
6:15,8:00

STEEL

MAGNOLIAS
PG
7:15, 9:30

BORN ON THE
FOURTH OF JULY

BACK TO THE
FUTURE 2

R

PG

6:50, 9:40

7:10, 9:20

Cinemark Gift Certificates make the perfect gift

I Campus1
Pollyeyes

Keynote by:
Dr. Doris Davenport
Assist. Professor of English

University of East Anglia, Norwich,
England

January 21, 1990

Sponsored by
The Center for International Programs

"A Gathering Place"

352-9638 or 354-0056

For More Information:

313 THURSTIN STREET
6:15 pm - 9 pm
Open to All

MasterCard

I Fail 1990^^ tt0y^M

titled:

UCF

352-8267

Where:
Whan:
Who:
What

411 South Hall, 372-2247
This Wednesday Evening at 7.30 p.m. Jan.
17
Anne Saviers
Center for International Programs
Video Tape of University of East Anglia,
Returning Students and other
U.E.A./Norwich Information

440 £ Court Street
Free Delivery
FOOD SPECIALS
2 for 1 Pizza (Buy One Pizza Get Next
MONDAY
5-9
Size Smaller Free)
Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord $4.00
11-9
TUESDAY
Spaghetti Dinner $2.25,
WEDNESDAY 11-9
Salad Bar 75' extra, Wine $1.00 extra
Lasagna Dinner $2.25
THURSDAY
11-9
Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord $4.00
FRIDAY
11-9
SATURDAY
11-9
Bumlos $2.75
Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord $4.00
11-9
SUNDAY

SPAGHETTI W/ GARLIC BREAD ONLY $1 # 25
SALAD BAR EXTRA 75C BETWEEN 5-9 PM
* JANUARY SPECIAL *
•NEW" B.B.Q. Chicken Special With Colby Cheese
only $1.99 (inside only)
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Purdue
downs BG
by Jamie Joss
sports writer

The men's tennis team
was defeated by a steaming Purdue Boilermakers
squad 7-2 Saturday in West
Lafayette, Ind., at the Lafayette Tennis Club, marking the first loss of the
19&-90 season.
But tennis coach Gene
Orlando was pleased with
the team's performance.
"We were competitive in
all of our matches, although the final score
didn't reflect it," Orlando
said.
The team played without
freshmen Jay Alder and
Justin Overholser. Alder
was ruled academically
ineligible and Overholser
suffered a knee injury. The
duo had comprised the No.
2 doubles team and also
played singles.
In first singles
'<%
PU's John Winegaraner
defeated BG's John Green
6-3. 6-3. No. 2 singles saw
BG's Andy Stronach fall to
PU's Brian Ritz 6-2, 6-4.
Boilermaker Scott Micus
defeated Falcon Mike Hain
6-1, 2-6, 6-3 in the fourth
singles spot.

McCdnts decides to turn pro

Falcons

Alabama standout linebacker wants financial security for family

tough loses in the MAC already
this season. The team understands that we don't have a lot of
room for reserve."
Voll said he was happy with
his team's point guard position
the last two games, after going
through a mild slump against
Ball Sate and Miami.
"We've had some good play
from the point guard spot —
Wanda Lyle and Cathy Koch,"
be said. After the concern we
were having, they have settled
into their roles."
The Falcons hold a 15-9 series
lead over the Bobcats and have
won seven-straight games dating back to '86 season.
C D D
MAC Notes...BG senior center
Angle Bonner leads the MAC in
block shots averaging 1.(7 per
came ... Toledo's current
U-game winning streak is the
second longest in the nation
among Division I schools behind
number two ranked Stanford
who has won 13 ... MU senior
Gaby Downey became the fifth

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) - The choice was
easy for All-American linebacker Keith McCants:
Go tor the money now or wait a year.
"I truly believe that it is now time for me to
move on, McCants said after announcing his decision Tuesday to bypass a final fyear of eligibility
at Alabama to play in the NFL. 'With the chance
to play in the NFL, I have the opportunity to provide financial security for myself and my family."
With his speed and size, the 6-foot-5, 255-pound
McCants likely will be one of the top choices in the
league's April draft. The Atlanta Falcons have the
No. 1 pick and the New York Jets the second choice
in the draft.
"I would be more than happy to play anywhere
in the NFL," McCants said at a news conference.
"There are more than 600,000 college football
players in the country and I feel fortunate to have
a chance to be one of the top draft choices."
In 1989, the average signing bonus for a firstround pick was $1 million, including Troy AUcman's *2.7 million signing bonus. The average per
year salary for a first-round pick in '89 was fust
over $600,000.
McCants' decision to leave after his Junior
season had been rumored for months. So it comes

In fifth singles play, BG
had another gut-wrenching
loss as Doug Dickinson
was defeated by PU's Paul
Wagner 6-2, 2-6, 7-5. Curt
Lowery downed BG's Mike
Teets 6-3, 6-4 in sixth singles action.
In the lone Falcons singles victory, Steve Mudre
downed Boilermaker Andy
Berlinski5-7,6-l,6-4.
In doubles action, the
netters also had some close
matches and played well
despite losing one of their
doubles teams. BG's Green
and Hain dropped the first
doubles match to PU's
Berlinski and Micus 7-6,
6-3. The Boilermakers
Winegardner and Wagner
captured the second doubles match over Falcons
Mudre and Teets.
The netters' third doubles team of Stronach and
Dickinson defeated PU's
Lowery and Matt Carey
6-2,6-2.

as no surprise that McCants said the recent resignation of Bill Curry as Alabama's coach had no
bearing on his decision.
"I'm doing what's best for my family," McCants
said, adding he has not yet hired an agent
The NFL said Tuesday it had received no
request from McCants concerning the draft.
However, the league has yet to block a player from
entering the draft based on NFL eligibility requirements. Last year. Oklahoma State's Barry
Sanders, a junior like McCants, was allowed to enter the draft.
In order to be eligible for the draft, the league
requires a player to either have been in school five
years, use up his college eligibility through participation or graduate.
"While the overall issue of NFL draft eligibility
is being reviewed at this point, Commissioner Tagliabue is expected to present his new proposals to
the NFL clubs at or before the league meetings in
March," said Joe Browne, the NFL's director of
communications. "At this point I would be speculating on how these rules might change.
During Alabama's 10-21989 season, McCants led
the Crimson Tide in tackles with 125.

Scott, Spatz honored as
MAC'S players of week
TOLEDO — Central Michigan guard Sander Scott and Miami of
Ohio forward Adrienne Spatz have been chosen the Mid-American
Conference basketball players of the week.
Scott, a 6-foot freshman from Northport, Mich., scored 54 points as
Central Michigan won two MAC games last week. He had a careerhigh 18 points in Wednesday's 92-62 victory over Western Michigan
and then doubled that effort with 36 points in Saturday's 100-88 overtime victory at Ohio.
The 36 points is a MAC record for a freshman in a conference
game. Scott made 15 of 23 field goal attempts, including 9 of 17
5-pointers, and 15 of 19 free throws in the two games.
Spatz, a 5-7 junior from Loveland, Ohio, scored 20 points in each of
Miami's two league victories last week, 70-66 at Bowling Green and
65-51 against Eastern Michigan. Spatz was 9 of 11 from the field
against Bowling Green and hit 4 of 5 3-point attempts against EMU.
For the week, she hit 16 of 27 field goal attempts and was 6 of 7
from 3-point range.

The Following Buildings
are Completely Full!
920
314
609
119

320 Elm
1002 E Wooster
815 Second
831 Scott Hamilton
134 N. Main

E. Wooster
Manville
Second
University

We still have many great houses, duplexes and
apartments for fall. Come to our ONLY office
at 328 S. Main for more information!

Newlove Rentals
328 S. Main

D Continued from page 6.

352-5620

X4

MAC player to top the 1,M« point
career total Saturday against
Eastern Michigan. OU's Reding has 988 points ... BSU'»
Jenny Eckert leads the MAC In
steals averaging 3.38 per game.

Wi'rc

astute enough
to discuss the
philosophical

ramifications of

Victor FrankTs
"Existential
Vacuum?
And you're
still smoking?

TH€ BLACK STUD6NT UNIION
is proud to present

TH€ THIRD ANNUAL
MARTIN LUTHCR KING
C€L€BRRTION
January 17,1990
IN TH€ BALLROOM 7:00 p.m.
* Keynote speaker Dr. Samuel Berry McKinney

Seniors,

You're Out!

352-0796

r

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

'1.50 Fare
For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

75 * Fare

For Elderly (65+)/
Handicapped Persons
Transit Identification Card Required'

Children

UNOCR 4 VRS 00 UNOCR 40 LBS.

Ride Free Of Charge
with adult.
Child must ride in Child Restraint
, Seats provided

VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating Available"
'Transit Identification Cards Available At Grants Aommistrators Uttice On Tues. & Wed. C:ily._
Call 354-6203 For More Information This service is financed »
SERVICE PROVIDER:
RICHARD RAMOS

" Ramos Taxi "

Let Driver Know
How Many Persons
Will Be Riding

pert from an operating assistance grant from the
Ohio Department of
T'ansportabon

Weekend in Downtown Chicago on January 26-28
Staying at the Richmont Hotel
Chartered Greyhound bus is being taken
Bus leaves at 2:00 pm Friday from tbe Union Oval
and returns 6:00 pm Sunday

of the 1990 KEY senior section
if you miss this last portrait session

Sittings are now thru Feb. 2
a^
Cost is $65 for Transportation and Hotel
Call 372-2343 with any questions
Sten UP in UAO Office by Friday. January 19th

Call The KEY at 372-8086 today
to schedule your appointment
This is the last session and your last chance!

Be a hit, immortalize yourself!

THE BG NEWS

Classifieds

Jonoofy 17,1MO

BGSU AD CLUS

CAMPUS m CITY EVENTS
Alto**** PrMnr Society HMn
And anybody otoo namirti
!
OtoaaiUsUonol aato. Wed. Jan 1 7th
at 7:30 In the Capital Room, Third Floor of the
»■»■ bo etatdin —IWchairmen «nd
•tag

m<m

IPrelaw Society Member!
And Anybody MM ini#f AM#QI
Orgenirettonei -wig Wad Jan I7ih
at 7:M kl the Capital Room. Third Floor of the
All

K3.

bo ■listing committee chairmen and

•ATTENTIONA NEW YEAR has armed
So don't be deprived
GWolmongMINfO
Jon 24 March e
Feb13Aprf4
la IKo KEY lo you> luturoi
CO*T*# to tnS m## tmys

Wat haaW A tnsHTVt>OfAnlp OCiVA
lues Jan. 16 • Tuaa. Jan. 23
Tabiaa wS be set up m ma BA
Buadmg and University Hal
There wB be an rilormabonel
mooang Wadnaaday January 31.
a^icajnghom Ralaoa. Big Bon, The TewoTol
London
Study In England at the University ol East Angle
In Norwich, England. inlormattonsJ meeting
Wad Jan 1 7 at 7.30 PM. 411 South Hal. or
cal Inn Programs 2-2247
JAPANESE CLUB
Wednesday. Jan 17 8PM
MacDonaM 070(by the Towora km)
Find out what It's Ike to aval study in Japan
Arm Geismenn speak on her exportenoee at
NanZan Unlvorslty
Everyone welcome!

KARATE
Starts NOW
EppterMkxSo
8PM Tuaa t Thurs

AD CLUB
Marc Stover ol Cnannol 13
Manama Pawn
wB bo Iho guest ipaakar.
Wodnooday January 17,1990
al 7:30pm
In McFal Center Assembly Room
Al mekxs are welcome
Join Tho AD Club ADvsntegelll
Am you Irvlereeted In radio?
Joan WFAL Cable 14, AM
Coma to organizational meeting
Wad. Jon 17 at 1:00 PM in
Boom 1007 BAA
Loam an about how you can gat Involved!
Attention Business Students1
OoRa Sigma PI. the professional, co-ed buslines fratomity la starting up Ka Spring 1990
l program. Find out more by going to our
I party Wednesday. January 17 on
l aocond floor of the Student Servtcoa Bu*dg. 7:30PM-10:00PM. II you Have any ? osl
n at 354-464g or Bob at 354 7835
ATTENTION STUDENT VETERANS
ATtONAL GUARD AND RESERVE MEMBERS
I service members assistance organization
meeting wB be hew Wad. Jan 17 RM 107.
Hayes Hal at 7:00 PM lor more Information
7984

J1363-

EM
Environmental Intoroat Group
General Meetlng-Vvortung Towards Earth Day
19S0 Al Welcome 7 30pm Wed 1-17 at 210
Hayes Hal

last chance at 1100, MO or (26.
Signup for blood donor recruitment conteet by
4 p.m. today UAO. 3rd II Union.
PM Beta Lambda
Membership Drive
Business Administration Buadmg Lobby
January 18-18,1989 from 9AM-4PM
GAIN THE COMPETITIVE EDGE
PI OMEGA PI
COMPUTER DISK AND PAPER SALE
BA LOBBY
JAN 18-JAN 19
PLACEMENT WORKSHOP TOOAYIM
Interviewing Techniques
8 30 PM Alumni Room. Union

SPANISH CLUB
Welcome Back
1 St meeting of semester
Wad. Jan 17
107 Henna 9:00
New members welcome"
re 362-2291
TV NEWS REPORTER JUUE MALKIN AND
PHOTOGRAPHER 8TEVE FRANCE OF
TOLEDO 11 NEWS WILL BE THE KEYNOTE
SPEAKERS AT THE R.T.N.D.A. MEETING
MONDAY, JAN. 22 AT (:]0 PM 121 WEST
HALL
ALL MAJORS WELCOME

WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT RADIO a
TELEVISION NEWS PROOUCTIONT
STOP BY THE R-T.N.D.A. INFORMATION
TABLE THIS WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY, t
FRIDAY IN WEST HALL NEXT TO THE RADIO
STATIONS.

FIRST AIDERS NEEDED FOR NTRAMURALS
MUST HAVE CURRENT ADVANCED FIRST
AIO AND CURRENT CPR APPLY M 10B STUDENT REC CENTER
FLORIDA. WHO NEEOS IT?
GO JAMSMN' IN JAMAICA

WOMEN FOR WOMEN GENERAL MEETINO
JAN 18 M 7.00 pm In the Town Rm of the
Union Presentation video Fighting For the
Obvious" tons the stories ol the woman who
worked to ratify tho Equal Rights Amendment. "Tho dramatic o.oryday story ol
women heroes. No ons who sees It can tall to
bo mo.sd, impressed, and transformed "-Gloria Sash

LOST A FOUND
Found: 1 gold ring
Must describe Found in November

Cal 353-5738

SERVICES OFFERED
A TO Z DATA CENTER ■ 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs, UPS, Federal
Exproaa. Typing, Resumes. FAX. copies
Need a caring reaponaa
to your pregnancy concerned
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at 354-HOPE
For mto on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services

PERSONALS
A tree glf! lull tor calling plus ralae up to
SI700. In only 10 days. Student groups, frets a
sororities needed for marketing protect on
campus. For details plus your tree gift group
officers cell 1 800 765 8472ext 50
ADOPTION • happily married couple ol 14
years We promise your chid a loving home a
financial security. Devoted, stay al homo Mom,
caring Dad A one big slater Al medical & legal
expensespaid Calcosoct4l9-822 9288
AOTT
CLASSIC
Are you Interested In radio?
Job! WFAL Cable 14, (SO AM
Coma to our organizational meeting
Wed. Jan 17 si 8:00 PM In
Room 1007 BAA
Loam all aboul how you can gat involved!
ARE YOU PROUD OF YOUR CAR? IS IT A
COLLECTORS ITEM? OR DO YOU HAVE A
"BEATER" THAT BARELY MAKES IT TO BG
AND BACK? EITHER WAY. WE'D LIKE TO
HEAR YOUR STORY FOR AN UPCOMING
SPECIAL EDITION OF THE BG NEWS. CALL
2-2804 AND ASK FOR DEBBIE OR LYNN
CHSCAGO'CHICAQO'CHICAaO
Spend a weekend In Downtown Chicago Jan
26-28
Only $85 for transportation & hotel
Hotel In the heart of Downtown
Neer shopping, sites 8 nightlife
Sign-up at the UAO oftlce by Frt Jan 19
UAO'UAO*UAO*UAO*UAO*
CHtCAGO-CHICAQO-CHICAQO
JAN 28-28
ONLY $85 FOR ENTI RE WEEKEND
UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO
Coeege ID night at Stammers
Every Wednesday 18 A over FREE ADMISSION with coeege ID Moot your friends at
newly remodted Slommers
Consider the facts:
Apoorojomately 50% of the current freshman
does wB graduate 4 years from now
71%
of those joining the Greek system wll graduate
Catch the wave I'
Rush Into night on Thursday at 7:30 PM
CS and MIS ata|ntl don't forget the Employer
Fair on Thursday, January 28. 1990 In the
Grand Ballroom Irani 8:30 PM until 8:30 PM. If
you have queetlone, call tho Coop Office at
STS-14S1.
DAVE
I love you! Thanks lor making this the boat year
ol my lie. I hope we have many more great
years together I
Love, Jess
DIMERS ARE COMING
DIMERS ARE COMING
DIMERS ARE COMING

Earn money A obtain work axp. In:
Communications ' • Public Relations
Marketing ' • Sales
Apply now for the BGSU Spring Telefund
Applications available from 8anv5pm at
MILETIALUMNICENTER
or OH Parn at 372-7896
Telefund data*: FEB. 18 - APRIL 19

MARCH 16-2BTH
Camping: $309 Luxury vAaa $559
I Love al ol my Iriende Keep In Touch!
rakSasYoul
Katrine: So, I'm never where I'm going, but —I
know where I am. What tho hot?, or what the
hat?
Linda: Whst's a cuda? There's my glove!
Heel
No way, wo cant bo atuck In the mudl
Misty I was twirling my baton and
Jamie: TeoquBal Do me elephent Ufa
make a fireplace How many different
flevora are there in thoae gourmet way beans?
Carrie The apple leattvat?. OH the apple
—festival'AIMlkee ere kwlul You know «fial I
hale moat In the work)? ayeener that ameers
Rob: Lots kiat take oil and gol WB you

work lor mo?
Kevin Kevin Bo Bavin: Are you Jewish? Sweat!
WB you take me lor a ride In your jeep? Why do
you have a turtle neck on?
Thanka for everythlngl Janene
eyTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE: W. C BASKETBALL - JAN 17, M BOWLING - JAN 23:
M. C FLOOR HOCKEY ■ JAN 29
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: BASKETBALL ■ MANDATORY CUNIC ■ JANUARY 16.
7-10:30 P.M.: FLOOR HOCKEY ■ MANDATORY CLINIC - JANUARY 29. 6-8:00 P.M.
APPLY IN 108 STUDENT REC CENTER
Looking for a way to get Involved on campus?
STEP 1 needs creative, caring students tor
1090-1991. 12-14 PAID POSITIONS AVAILABLE, atop by the PREVENTION CENTER. 910
Student Services tor an application. Completed ippllcslloni due Jan 26
Matt stripper available lor your party Cal the
Luecioue T-Bone at 372-6028
PARTIES
There'a more to the Raquetbal Club than Wat
raquetbel There'a tournaments, partlee, roadtripe and ka CO-EDI
Flat meeting of tho semester
TONIGHT
8:30 Roc Center TV Lounge
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Rush the Phi Skjel Find out more at IFC. Rush
Information Night on Thursday. January 18 In
the Grand Balkoom from 7 30 IB 9.00.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA-THE FRATERNITY OF THE
NINETIES!
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
PLACEMENT WORKSHOP TODAY!!!
Interviewing Technlquee
6:30 PM Alumni Room. Union
Pub Crawl Though England
Study in England St the University ol East Angle
kt Norwich. England. Informational meeting.
Wed Jen 17 at 7:30 PM. 411 South Hal Or
cal Infl Programs. 2-2247
REACHING YOUR MAJOR GOALS
Deciding a ma)or?
Changing a major?
Unsure how to proceed?
GET READY
by attending one of the following
Thurs Jan 18 Founders Gold Lounge
Mon Jan 22 Kohl 1 si Floor
Wed Jan 24 Darrow Mam Lobby
Each program wB be held at 7PM
REACHING YOUR MAJOR GOALS
Sign up to be an Orientation Hoat Applcationa
available In 406 Student Services Applications
due Jan 18.
SpaoaOssBiilno.
Lofts, sotae A refrigerators
Rentals 352-5476
Space Savers Inc
Lofts, sofas A refrigerators
Renlsls 352 5475

Volunteer OrgenusDonel Meeting
for BGSU students Intereated In tutoring children, working wkti the handicapped, or teaching adults to read
Wad. Jan 17 at 6:00-7:00 PM
Oaasmint of United Christian FesowaNp comer
Thursbn end Ridge St.
aVAMnsBon. cal 362-7634.
Wedneedey la Coeege 10 Night
at Stammers
Coeege ID-No cover
Cheap dnnka lor 21 a over
WOMEN OF 3RD EASTARC YOU ALONE?
-RODQERS DEMON

WANTED
•••WANTED*"
A male or remote roommate to eubieeee an
apartment for Spring '90 For Information cal
353-9458 Kim or Jeoon
1 tamaJe rmte -to eubleeaa lor 8prkyj aameeter.
621 E. Marry Fire! month rant la free.
354 7817
1 Male roommate needed for reel of Spring '90
Close to campus SIOOVmornTi. Cal BB
372-3442
1 or 2 roommates needed tor downtown house.
No deposit needed Cal Mike 353-8088
1-2 roommetee needed for 904)1
Must be nonsmoking a non-drinking Cal
354-3282 before 10pm. Jr.. Sr . or Grad student p
Female rmte needed lor 2 bdrm 1 112 bam
apt. Own room • newer apartment includes
dishwasher Cal 363-4484 4 leave meaaage
or 362-8601 after 6pm.
Female roommate needed Immediately for
Spring Semester 1990. Only $375 00 tor ontire semester! WB nogottste 372-3761.
Female wanted to sublease E Reed St. apt.
GET THE FIRST MONTHS RENT FREEH 2
person apt. lor Spring Sam. Please cal
353-9649
HELP! NEED t FEMALE TO SUBLEASE
HOUSE FOR SPRING 90 S95/MO CALL
3540137 FOR MORE INFO
IN SEARCH OF AN APARTMENT
Up lo 2-3 vacancies available Depending on tying arrangements-monthly rent payments rang
S12Q-S180 plus utletlee Potential roommetee
must bo responsible, should have no problems
w/monthfy payments. Cal Grog at 353-7081
Male roommate needed immediately for spring
semester. $500 (negotiable) free gas a water.
No deposit CM 363-0074

One lemale nonsmoking roommate needed.
Renl$ 150 month Cal 3544107.
Someone needed to rent my Spring 1990 apt.
2 bdrm- 6th a S. Coeege. Cal 3630947
Wanted 1 F roommate for Spring 1990
Deposit and Ikat mo rent paid.
2 bdrm. 2 bath Cal 364-3477

University Village
University Courts Apts.

HELP WANTED
A FREE OJFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1.700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS.
Student groups, trete and sororities needed tor
marketing protect on campus For details plus
your FREE GIFT. Group officers call
1-800 765 8472 E«t 50

BE ON TV many needed for commerce*
Now nirmg en agae For casting mlo Cal (6161
779-7111 Ext. T-911.
_^_^_
CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring al posltlone Bom
ekieed and unskded For mlormatlon Col (0161
779-5607 Ext H 210.
Hiring commleeion drivers, sub-bar persona a
bated bar persons FiaVpart-Bme Apply m person between 2-4 Pageeie Pizza 946 S. Mam
BO
Horee Farm 20-30 hre/week. FlexBte houra,
must be single Over 181 experienced Prefer
tornete Grand Raptde area 832-0219

Needed: Baaa player for country/rock working
band. Must aktg, female preferred but not
necessary Cal 436-3280
Now hiring EBSCO Telephone Service
A netlonwioo telemarketing service Flexible
houra(l5 minimum) Guaranteed hourly wage
plus deny bonus baaed on salee Bass pay
rakwe given ki Incrknenta according to houra
worked No cold caSs, renewals only Year
round employment Make money and learn
marketable ski! Intomahlpe and co-ops avaiktbte. Stop ki 113 N. Mem St. after 4:00
PM(Ne«l lo Davkl'a Del)

ffiffi™""
COU«H IT
U<», PLAT MM/
&Or-ierrHlNC>2s CvOlrsG, Or*
Ahb I WAWT TO KNOW*

I... X CAWT/

a. .Caox X CAM TCU. TOO
THIS . T"««e» GOING. TO D€
* HCCTINO AT OAtnXn.ev'S
QuPAVeA OaABtM . .. ALL. TM«
Pcop>oc iNvoo/to AAte
OONSA am Txersw... TSW ovaoc*
-rev-iorwoco cvwjMitse..'

1976 GRAND PRIX
Rune weJ. new battery Good Urea $600.00
or beat otter Cal 354 6732
1977 Buck Skylark New tree, brakes.
AM/FM stereo Rune very good. $600 or beet
offer Cal 354 0706
1981 Buk* LeSabre musl soli! Exceeent condition $2700 or wH take partial trade lor smaller car 372-5655.
1987 Mercury Marker XR4TI
Gormen apcrtacar, excel, condtt Low mass, al
optiona Musi sal $9,999 1 424-2044
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT HOMES Irom $1
(U-repak) Deanquent tax property Repossesstons Cal 1-802 8388885 Ext OH 4244
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus Buyera Guide.
1-602-838-8885 EXT A 4244
Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X 4'a Seized ki
drug ralde lor under $100 00? Cal tor facts today 805 644-9533 Depl 299
EXCELLENT CONDITION 1 963 New Yorker
Loaded, leather kitortor 362-6879
Fischer CD player $126
Greet sound qualty
Cal 354-8136
IBM-XT done, 640K. many extras. 10MB. hard
da*, eoftware Included. Col 874-6040.
Lady's Langs Ski Boots
Like new. size 6
Cal Deb at 352-8797

*

Saver Reed exp 550 Delay wheel printer. 130
col 874-6040
Sony STR-AV 250 receiver, 35 wpc.
$160.00. Teec W-375C caeeette dock.
$130.00. Akai remote CD player, $160.00.
Col 354-4469

I bdrm. upstairs unfurnished apt. downtown.
Cal 362-0000
1 mate, non-amokkig roommate for Spring 90,
doee to campus, rent $1 75/mo Cal Joe at
364-2997.
443 N. Enterprise Apt. A, 1 bedroom
$340/mo.. Water a aewer Included. 12 month
leaae eiakabU August
443 N. Enterprise Apt. B, 3 bedroom apt.
$560/mo Water a sewer Included. 12 month
leaae available in May
443 N. Enterprtae Apt. 3 very race efficiency
$280/mo water and sewer included 12
month lease available August.
Cal Carls 353-1682
Adtecent campus furnished studio apartment
for 1 or 2 persons Avaaabte Mey-$300 a
month-12 month lease, plus utbilee 362-7605
art 280 After 5. 352 3406
Apartment for lease. Jan. through May 31.
$312 per month 1 bdrm. Comer of 9th a High
Col Katny 362-6676 evee
Beet Motel
US 26 SRI 6 363-7114
Special Student Rates
Vaad ID required Includes free local COM.
color cable TV

MISCELLANY MAGAZINE. BOSU'e award
winning semesterly student magazine,
needs advertlelng sales lepieoenlaUvos to
atari Spring SomeMer. On A off campus accounts. Car helpful. COMMISSION PAID.
Contact Jen Stabbe. Advertising Meneger.
214 Weal HaA, »72-2eOS.

NEED A JOB FOR 1S80-1BB1T
So creative, energetic, have tun, and GET
PAID FOR mil
STEP1 needs 12-14 students with the desire
to become more hirotvod on eampua. For
more lalotwiaUon call the PREVENTION
CENTER 372-2130. Applications available al
tho Center 31 OStuofrmSorrlceo-Duo Jon 2«

are now renting
apartments that feature
•9-month and 12-month leases
• One and two bedroom apartments
•Heat, water, cooking and sewer included
•Central air
•No pets please

FORSALE

• •SaVRENTALS- •
1 a 2 bdrm. apts a houeee aval.
9 a 12 mo leases Cal 352-7454

Nannles Summertime rve-m poefHona available
In Michigan suburbs BebysKbhg experience a
must Mother's Little Helper (313) 861-0680.
No Foe

&

Work 16 houra per weekend. Our company la
seeking employees to perform unekBed sght
production work. Current openings for a now
weekend shirt: 7 1;2 hrs. on Saturday A 7 I >2
hrs on Sunday. Plant location la only 2 blocks
from BGSU campus. The rate of wage la S3.36
per hour. If Intereeted in the) weekend shift or If
you can work at least 16 hours Monday thru
Friday, cal the office at 364-2844 or pick up
an application at Advanced Specialty Producta,
Inc. 426 Clough Street. Bowling Green, Ohio

WANTEO-2 roommates needed to occupy
room kt house. Mate or female, smoker or non
Nice house, newly remodeled, VERY CLOSE to
campus Rent $147/mo. plus utBosslusuoly
low ) Cal Matt or John 3520882

BE ON TV many needed for commercials
Now hiring al agae For casting tlfo Cal (816)
779-7111 Ext T-461

TAKE A NEW DIRECTION FOR THE 90'S
JOIN THE CAMPUS LEADERS
RUSH THIS SPRING

WANTED
Bowing Green graduating Seniors Interested ki
marketing and menegement. The MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY can give you
Immediate reeponekxlty and reel opportunltlea
for the future, m addition to sstorm that are
very competitive wtm other lerge corporations
Bring your resume and come teas to our Executive at en OPEN HOUSE Thurs . Jan 16, College of Buemeea Adrraraatration Lobby 10 am.
-4 pm Casual Droop/ ughl lefioohniome.

FOR RENT

Space Savors Inc.
Lofts, sofas A refrigerators
Rentals 362-5476

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS-lf you have not
yel registered for tho 1989-90 academic year
and would Bra to be Included m the Sprang Eddon ol the Organisations Dkectory. pis an contact the Office of Student Activities end Orientation before Wednesday, January 17, 1990.
Room 405 Student Services BuMktg or cal
372-2843

THE OBSIDIAN, monthly newepsper puetfehod for minority students, needs advertlelng
sales reprsesnlslhss starting Spring SemeeMr. On A off campus sccounts - oun—lsslon
paid. Contact the Advertlelng Meneger at
372-2000,214 Wool HsIt.

Wanted mete roommate to share 2 bedroom
house Adjacent campus Cal 364-6468

AVON
Rapreeentatrvea needed. Fua-time earnings,
part-time hours Cal Judy 352-4295

Space Savers Inc.
Lofts, sofas A refrigerators
Rentals 352-5475

Outgoing attractive male needed for deavery
service Muat hove own car. Houra floxkxe.
Good pay The Baaoonman 352-6061

Needed 2 tomato roommatea located 3 houeee
from campus $260 aa. Includes utilities
353-5074 evee

Space Savers Inc
Lofts, solas A refrigerators
Rentals 352-6476

The PI* Taua are taking the campus by storm
and are krvtng every minute of II.
RUSH PHI KAPPA TAU

<™»> 352^164

THINK GREEK
Rush Information Night
Thursday at 7:30 PM
Lenhert Grand BeAroom

with
THE GAVEL, monthly news. .
of the Greek system, neede sOerBotng sslee
i OAT,
lathi! starting Spring 8 ill alar.
Commission peld. Conteet the Advertlelng
»al$72-aSOS.214Wo»tMeB.

C ARTY RENTALS
Houeee lor 5 « 8 students
Next lo campus
2 bdrm./ 4 men apts.
$130a$146amonth
3-manapts avaaabie
9.10, 12 month a summer
leeeeeavatabls 3627366
For rent
2 bedroom houao for 2-4 people Aval, summer M*Jlal90Greatk)cahDnCall362j2932
For Rent
Summer 4 bedroom house doee to campus
and downtown Cal 352-2932
Houses and Apartments ' ctoae to Cempua
For summer 1990S. 1990 91 school year
Cel 1-267-3341
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. fum./urrfum. AC. as low sa
$440/moHaat Included rales I aashll Ph.
354-6036.
Large 2 bdrm for Immediate lublsill Up and
duwilota. Very mce 363-8684
One bedroom house close to campus for summer tggp end 1991 school year I 267-3341
Room for non-smoking mete
$170/mo Cal 352 5820 Evee

references

Two bdrm efficiency and some houeee oval, for
90-91 school year Steve Smith 352-891 7
WANTEDtFnemkr to share Ig. dean, turn. 2 br
apt. with 3 fun loving F rmmts tor Spring 1990
Aval, knmed. doee lo campus. $90/ mo plus
uBMee 364-4720

Find your pot of
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